
MEET THE FOREX MARKET’S NEWEST INNOVATION

Featured Ideas™ For Forex Traders delivers live intraday trade ideas based on the 
pattern recognition trusted from Recognia for nearly two decades. Users gain access 
to a universe of unbiased trade ideas based on backtested technical and fundamental 
strategies. 

Featured Ideas helps you:

• Build your trading skill set with a 
uniquely transparent and educational  
experience. Learn about the patterns 
and technical events found or save a 
trade idea to watch how it works out 
over time.

• Tailor ideas to your individual preferred 
currency pairs, holding timeframes and 
technical analysis methods with our 
automated and personalized settings.

• Time your trades and monitor your 
portfolio easily, with our updates 
whenever a significant technical event 
occurs. 

Never miss an oppertunity with 
up to ten ready-to-go trade ideas, 
identified in real-time on live 5, 15, 
30, 60-minute and 4-hour charts!

FEATURED IDEAS™

For Forex Traders

www.tradingcentral.com/featuredideas



KEY FEATURES

High Conviction Multi-Signal Ideas: Trade ideas are based on not only individual chart patterns, 
such as a Triangle, but confirmed by another technical event such as a MACD crossover so you 
can see a greater weight of evidence and can make confident decisions.

Educational Commentary: Develop a foundation in technical analysis with the educational 
commentary which shows how each trade is put together, the different technical events found 
and price targets to look out for. ‘Watch’ a trade idea to hang on to it and check back later, 
allowing you to see how that idea performed overtime.

Custom Settings: Focus on what matters to you. By specifying your favorite pairs, timeframes 
and analytics, Featured Ideas will do scan the universe of trade ideas and deliver only those 
relevant to your unique style. 

Live Charts: Interact with each technical event 
found- View a larger interactive chart to zoom or 
expand view and watch the price change. 

Responsive and Touch-Friendly Design: Keep 
your analytics close and swipe through the 
different trade ideas with our mobile friendly 
design. 

Real-Time Tracking: Showing that target was to 
move up 992 pips and so far it’s up 730 pips.

FEATURED IDEAS™ For Forex Traders
Powered by Recognia Pattern Recognition

About the TRADING CENTRAL Group

The TRADING CENTRAL Group is a leading global provider of investment research and financial market 
commentary, analyzing over 72K instruments. Combining expert analyst insight and unparalleled 
pattern recognition, The TRADING CENTRAL and RECOGNIA brands have set the standard for technical 
analysis and quantitative research for nearly two decades. Markets never sleep, and with offices in 
Paris, London, New York, Hong Kong and Ottawa, TRADING CENTRAL is always there to support your 
decision making. 

The Group’s omni-channel solutions provide dynamic trade ideas that support decisions at the point of 
action. Explore the wide array of options including market data terminals, electronic trading platforms, 
APIs, mobile apps, financial portals and WebTV channels.  

www.tradingcentral.com/featuredideas


